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Homologous recombination is an important DNA repair
pathway that plays key roles in maintaining genome stability.
Escherichia coli RecA is an ATP-dependent DNA-binding
protein that catalyzes the DNA strand exchange reactions in
homologous recombination. RecA assembles into long helical
filaments on single-stranded DNA, and these presynaptic com-
plexes are responsible for locating and pairing with a homo-
logous duplex DNA. Recent single molecule studies have pro-
vided new insights into RecA behavior, but the potential
influence of ATP in the reactions remains poorly understood.
Here we examine how ATP influences the ability of the RecA
presynaptic complex to interact with homologous dsDNA. We
demonstrate that over short time regimes, RecA presynaptic
complexes sample heterologous dsDNA similarly in the pres-
ence of either ATP or ATP�S, suggesting that initial interac-
tions do not depend on ATP hydrolysis. In addition, RecA sta-
bilizes pairing intermediates in three-base steps, and stepping
energetics is seemingly unaltered in the presence of ATP. How-
ever, the overall dissociation rate of these paired intermediates
with ATP is �4-fold higher than with ATP�S. These experi-
ments suggest that ATP plays an unanticipated role in promot-
ing the turnover of captured duplex DNA intermediates as RecA
attempts to align homologous sequences during the early stages
of recombination.

Homologous recombination allows for the regulated exchange
of genetic information between two different DNA molecules
of identical or nearly identical sequence composition (1– 4).
Homologous recombination contributes to double-strand
DNA break repair, the rescue of stalled or collapsed replication
forks, programmed and aberrant chromosomal rearrange-
ments, horizontal gene transfer, and meiosis (5–9). The impor-
tance of homologous recombination is underscored by its
broad conservation across all kingdoms of life and the findings
that defects in key recombination proteins can result in a loss of
genome integrity and lead to gross chromosomal rearrange-
ments that are a hallmark of cancer in eukaryotes.

Many of the key reactions in homologous recombination are
catalyzed by the Rad51/RecA family of DNA recombinases
(1– 4). These recombinases are broadly conserved, and promi-
nent family members include bacterial RecA, the archeal pro-
tein RadA, and the eukaryotic recombinases Rad51 and Dmc1.
RecA is the archetypal recombinase originally identified in
genetic screens for Escherichia coli mutants defective in recom-
bination (10), and much of our current understanding of
recombination mechanisms can be attributed to studies of bac-
terial RecA (4).

During recombination, RecA bound to the presynaptic
ssDNA must first locate a homologous duplex DNA template.
This process is referred to as the homology search, and it is
conceptually similar to the target searches of other site-specific
DNA-binding proteins (11–14). Once aligned, the presynaptic
ssDNA can be paired with the complementary strand of a ho-
mologous dsDNA, resulting in the displacement of the non-
complementary strand from the duplex to generate a D-loop
intermediate (1–3). This intermediate can then be channeled
through a number of related pathways, any of which can allow
for the repair of the originally broken DNA molecule using
information derived from the template (5, 15, 16).

Rad51/RecA family members are ATP-dependent DNA-
binding proteins that form extended helical filaments on DNA
(1– 4). The bound DNA is extended by �50% relative to the
contour length of B-form DNA, and crystal structures of RecA-
ssDNA and RecA-dsDNA pre- and postsynaptic complexes
reveal that the bound DNA is organized into near B-form base
triplets separated by �8 Å between adjacent triplets (17). We
have referred to this unique DNA architecture as RS-DNA
(Rad51/RecA stretched-DNA) to help distinguish it from other
forms of mechanically stretched DNA and as a reflection of its
unique mechanistic implications.

RecA is a fairly robust ATPase, exhibiting a catalytic rate
constant (kcat) of �30 min�1 when bound to ssDNA, and this
value drops to �20 min�1 when homologous dsDNA is present
(18). However, RecA is still capable of supporting the homology
search and strand invasion in the absence of active ATP hydro-
lysis (19 –21). This observation raises the question of why the
nucleoprotein filament seems to hydrolyze so much ATP under
normal reaction conditions (18). There are currently at least
two mechanistic explanations for why RecA hydrolyzes ATP.
First, ATP hydrolysis is intimately linked to end-dependent dis-
assembly of the nucleoprotein filament (22); hence a primary
role of ATP is to promote dissociation of RecA from DNA once
strand invasion is completed. Second, ATP hydrolysis is
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required for RecA to bypass sequence heterology during strand
invasion (21, 23), although the mechanism by which this takes
place remains poorly understood. It remains unknown whether
ATP hydrolysis by RecA may play other as yet unidentified roles
during recombination.

To help better understand the mechanisms of genetic recom-
bination, we have established a single-molecule DNA curtain
assay for studying how presynaptic complexes interact with
duplex DNA during the early stages of homologous recombi-
nation. Our work reveals the existence of two distinct time
regimes for dsDNA interrogation (24). Duplex DNA sequences
bearing fewer than 8 bp of microhomology are rapidly sampled
and rejected within seconds. In contrast, dsDNA molecules
bearing 8 bp of microhomology are more tightly bound, and the
resulting intermediates exhibit single exponential kinetics with
lifetimes corresponding to several minutes. Increasing the
length of microhomology from 8 to 15 bp in single-nucleotide
increments reveals that prominent changes of lifetimes in 3-bp
increments. This finding suggests that strand exchange takes
place in 3-bp steps, with each step exhibiting a characteristic
energetic signature that is broadly conserved among the Rad51/
RecA family members (25).

Our previous experiments with RecA were restricted to reac-
tions using ATP�S (24, 25).2 Therefore an unresolved question
relates to the potential role(s), if any, of ATP hydrolysis in the
search for homology, strand invasion, or both. Here we exam-
ine RecA-ssDNA presynaptic complexes in the presence of
ATP, allowing us to observe dsDNA sampling and capture
under conditions where the presynaptic complex can hydrolyze
ATP. Our results show that ATP hydrolysis has no apparent
impact upon the short time regime sampling of duplex DNA
molecules. However, we find that ATP hydrolysis specifically
enhances turnover of early recombination intermediates bound
by short tracts of microhomology 8 –15 bp in length. These
findings suggest an unanticipated role for ATP hydrolysis in the
homology search.

Results

Visualizing RecA Presynaptic Filaments with ssDNA
Curtains—We used ssDNA curtains and total internal refection
fluorescence microscopy to visualize RecA presynaptic com-
plexes (Fig. 1A). The ssDNA substrate was generated using M13
as a template for rolling circle replication and then anchored to
a lipid bilayer within a microfluidic chamber through a biotin-
streptavidin linkage and aligned along chromium barriers by
application of hydrodynamic force, as previously described
(24 –26). The ssDNA unravels when incubated with RPA-
eGFP, and the downstream ends of the RPA-ssDNA are
anchored to exposed chromium pedestals through nonspecific
adsorption. These assembly stages of the experiment rely upon
the use of eukaryotic RPA because RPA does not extensively
compact ssDNA, allowing preparation of double-tethered
ssDNA curtains. In contrast, bacterial SSB causes extensive
ssDNA compaction in our assays (27), and we have not yet

established conditions under which we can readily observe
double-tethered ssDNA molecules in the presence of SSB.

We have previously reported experiments using E. coli RecA
with the ssDNA curtains (24, 25). However, we could only
observe stable RecA presynaptic complexes in the presence of
the slowly hydrolyzed ATP analog ATP�S. It is possible that
this limitation arises from our reliance upon RPA-eGFP during
preparation of the ssDNA curtains. To overcome this problem,
we sought to nucleate filament assembly in the presence of
ATP�S and used ATP during the elongation phase of the reac-
tion. This strategy was based upon the knowledge that nucle-
ation is the rate-limiting step in RecA filament assembly and
that ATP�S stimulates the rate of nucleation �5-fold relative to
ATP (28, 29). In addition, free RecA was included in all reaction
buffers to help ensure rapid replenishment of any RecA mono-
mers that might dissociate from the filament during the obser-
vation windows. Under these conditions, presynaptic filament
assembly is revealed as the loss of the RPA-eGFP signal as unla-
beled RecA displaced the fluorescent proteins from the
anchored ssDNA (Fig. 1B).

Characteristics of the ATP-mediated Assembly Reaction—
Observation of the reactions revealed that RecA filament
assembly was initiated by distinct nucleation events followed by
rapid displacement of RPA-GFP as the RecA filaments covered
the ssDNA (Fig. 1B). The location of the nucleation events
appeared to be random (Fig. 1C), although we do not rule out
the possible existence of preferred nucleation sites below our
resolution limits. Interestingly, some of the filaments assem-
bled in the 5�3 3� direction (�30%, n � 50) and others in the
3�3 5� direction (�18%, n � 29), but the largest fraction of the
population exhibited bi-directional assembly (�52%, n � 83)
(Fig. 1D). Future work will be necessary to clarify these direc-
tional differences in elongation, but we speculate that the uni-
directional filaments either have a defect at one end or may
have encountered an obstacle on the ssDNA, such as small sec-
ondary structures or residual RPA that cannot be displaced.
Analysis of the elongation rates revealed that filament elonga-
tion in the 5� 3 3� direction was �70% faster than the rates
observed for 3� 3 5� elongation, yielding values of 259 � 7.2
nm/s and 161 � 6.1 nm/s, respectively at 37 °C (Fig. 1E).
Together, these observations are consistent with previous sin-
gle molecule imaging studies of RecA presynaptic complex
assembly on SSB-coated ssDNA, which have also revealed bi-
directional assembly that was faster in the 5� 3 3� direction
relative to the 3� 3 5� (28 –30). In addition, previous reports
have also yielded pronounced phases of unidirectional assem-
bly, which is also broadly consistent with our findings (28).

Although there are undoubtedly important differences
between RecA presynaptic complex assembly on SSB-ssDNA
(the physiological substrate) versus RPA-ssDNA (a non-physi-
ological substrate), our findings suggest that the general char-
acteristics of the assembly process are largely unaltered in these
in vitro reaction conditions. From this, we infer that the presyn-
aptic complexes prepared under these conditions can be used
to probe the dsDNA binding properties of RecA in the presence
of ATP.

RecA Turnover and Filament Stability—A crucial compo-
nent of our dsDNA binding assay is the requirement that the

2 The abbreviations used are: ATP�S, adenosine 5�-O-(thiotriphosphate);
eGFP, enhanced GFP; RPA, replication protein A; SSB, single-stranded DNA-
binding protein.
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presynaptic complexes remain intact over the time course of
the observations, even if individual protein monomers
exchange between free and bound states. To assess stability,
RecA presynaptic complexes were assembled on ssDNA, as
described above, and then observed over time in the presence of
1 mM ATP, 50 nM free RecA, and 0.2 nM free RPA-eGFP (Fig.
2A). Extensive dissociation of RecA from the ssDNA in the
absence of replacement by free RecA in solution would be
revealed as the appearance of RPA-eGFP on the ssDNA (24).
These experiments revealed that the RecA remained intact for
at least 60 min in the presence of 1 mM ATP (Fig. 2A). However,
RecA rapidly dissociated from the ssDNA when ATP was
replaced with buffer containing no nucleotide as evidenced by
the recovery of the RPA-eGFP signal on the ssDNA (Fig. 2A),
confirming that the continued presence of ATP was necessary
to maintain presynaptic stability. In contrast, the RPA-eGFP
signal was never recovered within our observation time win-
dows when RecA filaments were assembled in the presence of
ATP�S as the only available nucleotide cofactor (Fig. 2B).

Importantly, these assays reveal that the presynaptic com-
plexes are stable in the presence of ATP, but they are not
intended to address whether individual proteins within the fil-
ament are undergoing turnover between free and bound states.
A requirement for free RecA (�50 nM) to be present in solution
in reactions with ATP strongly suggests that individual proteins
within the filaments are in dynamic equilibrium between free
and bound states, but future work would be necessary to fully
evaluate this process. We conclude that the RecA presynaptic
complexes prepared in the presence of ATP remain intact over
time windows necessary to probe interactions with dsDNA
substrates, even though the protein monomers within the fila-
ment may be subject to continual turnover.

ATP Hydrolysis Increases the Rate of dsDNA Turnover—We
have previously used DNA curtain assays to show that RecA
and related recombinases are capable of stably capturing small
dsDNA fragments bearing internal tracts of microhomology
that are complementary to sequences within presynaptic
ssDNA (24, 25). We have also demonstrated that increases in
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FIGURE 1. RecA presynaptic complex assembly. A, schematic of double-tethered ssDNA curtain assay with RecA presynaptic complexes. B, representative
kymograph showing the displacement of RPA-eGFP by unlabeled RecA. White arrowheads highlight the RecA filament nucleation sites for this particular ssDNA
molecule. C, histogram showing the relative positions of observed nucleation events along one unit length of the M13 ssDNA substrate. The error bars
represent 70% confidence intervals obtained through bootstrap analysis. D, fractions of filaments that exhibited 5�33�, 3�35�, and bi-directional elongation.
The error bars represent standard deviation. E, observed RecA filament elongation rates for 5� 3 3� and 3� 3 5� assembly, as indicated. The black line
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binding energy occur in 3-bp increments, indicating that
duplex DNA recognition during these early stages of D-loop
formation occurs in 3-bp increments, consistent with the base
triplet structural organization of RS-DNA (24, 25). We have
previously hypothesized that base triplet stepping was driven by
the structure of RS-DNA itself, which could imply that there
might be little difference between observations made with ATP
versus ATP�S. However, all of our prior experiments with RecA
were limited to conditions using ATP�S (24, 25), potentially
obscuring any possible role for ATP hydrolysis in these
reactions.

To assess duplex DNA binding, RecA presynaptic complexes
were assembled in the presence of ATP, as described above, and
then 70-bp dsDNA oligonucleotides labeled at one end with a
single Atto565 fluorophore were injected into the sample
chamber (Fig. 3A). The dsDNA oligonucleotides harbored a
tract of microhomology ranging from 8- to 15-bp in length,
which was complimentary to a single location on the presynap-
tic ssDNA (Fig. 3B) (24, 25). The dsDNA fragments were incu-
bated with the presynaptic complexes for 10 min, unbound
dsDNA was quickly flushed from the sample chamber, and the
lifetimes of the bound dsDNA was determined by monitoring
the reactions over time. Remarkably, these experiments
revealed an �4-fold increase in the overall rate of dsDNA turn-
over in reactions conducted with ATP relative to those pre-

formed in ATP�S (Fig. 3C). Despite the overall increase in dis-
sociation rates, the pattern of binding was still consistent with a
base triplet stepping mechanism, and each individual step was
still characterized by a free energy change (��G‡) of �0.3 kBT
(Fig. 3C), which was essentially indistinguishable from values
obtained for RecA in the presence of ATP�S (25). Together,
these observations suggest that the ability of RecA to hydrolyze
ATP promotes the turnover of these metastable binding inter-
mediates, without impacting the relative change in free energy
that is observed from each triplet step.

Effect of Free RecA on dsDNA Dissociation—One important
difference between the reactions with ATP versus ATP�S was
the presence of 50 nM free RecA in the ATP-containing reac-
tions (Fig. 3C). Therefore we next sought to establish the extent
to which the presence of free RecA influenced dsDNA release
from the presynaptic complex. First, we determined the disso-
ciation rates for the dsDNA substrate bearing a single 8-bp tract
of microhomology in the presence of ATP and varying concen-
trations of free RecA. These experiments revealed that dsDNA
dissociation rates were more rapid at either 0 or 10 nM free
RecA, which we attribute to dissociation of RecA from the
ssDNA, and the dissociation rates plateau from 50 nM to 1 �M

free RecA (Fig. 3D). We conclude that the addition of a large
excess of free RecA has no appreciable impact on the release of
bound dsDNA intermediates.
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FIGURE 2. RecA presynaptic complex stability. A, graphical depiction of RPA-eGFP signal intensity (a.u.) averaged over 11 ssDNA molecules during assembly
of the RecA presynaptic filament in the presence of ATP. Panel i corresponds to the brief nucleation phase conducted in the presence of 1 mM ATP�S and the
absence of free RPA-eGFP. Panel ii shows nucleation was followed by filament elongation with 1 mM ATP, 50 nM RecA in the absence of free RPA-eGFP. In panel
iii, the sample chamber was then flushed with buffer containing 1 mM ATP, 50 nM free RecA, and 0.2 nM free RPA-eGFP, which was used to monitor RecA
dissociation from the ssDNA. Panel iv, finally, the sample chamber was flushed with buffer with no ATP and no free RecA causing the bound RecA to dissociate
from the ssDNA, which is revealed as the reappearance of the RPA-eGFP signal. The error bars represent standard deviation measured from 11 individual ssDNA
molecules. B, graphical depiction of RPA-eGFP signal intensity (a.u.) averaged over 11 ssDNA molecules during assembly of the RecA presynaptic filament in the
presence of only ATP�S. Reactions were performed as in A with the exception that 1 mM ATP�S was substituted for ATP in all stages of the reaction.
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To rule out the possibility that the free RecA alone was
responsible to differences in dissociation kinetics, we next
tested the effect of free RecA in reactions with ATP�S. Com-
parison of dsDNA dissociation rates for reactions with ATP�S
and either 0 nM free RecA or 50 nM free RecA revealed no
significant effect of the free protein under these conditions (Fig.
3E). This finding argues against the possibility that the presence
of free RecA affects the difference in dissociation rates for reac-
tions with ATP versus ATP�S.

Increased dsDNA Turnover Is Not Due to Filament
Dissociation—One possible explanation for the more rapid
dsDNA turnover is that RecA itself was dissociating from the
ssDNA and provoking concurrent release of the bound dsDNA
molecules. To test this possibility we first measured the disso-
ciation rate of RecA from the ssDNA when quickly chased with
buffer containing no nucleotide. These experiments revealed
an apparent dissociation rate constant of k � 0.38 � 0.08 min�1

(Fig. 4A). We next incubated RecA presynaptic complexes with
70-bp duplex DNA oligonucleotides bearing either 8- or 15-bp
of microhomology and then measured the lifetimes of the
bound dsDNA after quickly flushing the sample chambers with
buffer containing no nucleotide. As shown in Fig. 4 (B and C),
both oligonucleotides quickly dissociated from the presynaptic
complex with nearly identical kinetics when ATP was removed
from the reactions, and the observed dissociation kinetics were
essentially indistinguishable from the RecA dissociation rate
from ssDNA (Fig. 4A). On the other hand, in the presence of
ATP, the dsDNA dissociation was slower than in the absence of
ATP. The dissociation rates of microhomologies are distin-
guishable (Figs. 3C and 4, B and C). When RecA dissociates
internally from the presynaptic complex, the dissociation
occurs stochastically at random places, and several RecA mol-
ecules might dissociate at one time. In our experiments, short
tracks of microhomologies were tested, and at most five RecA
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molecules were involved. If the dsDNA dissociation is domi-
nated by the random internal RecA dissociation, we would not
observe the well defined stepwise behavior in Fig. 3C. Therefore
we suggest that the dsDNA binding intermediates probed by
our experiments require the continued presence of RecA for
stability and that the rate constants measured for dsDNA dis-
sociation from intact filaments reflect a process that is distinct
from that which takes place when RecA itself dissociates from
the ssDNA. These findings argue that the �4-fold increase in
dsDNA dissociation rates observed in the presence of ATP is
not the result of protein turnover but instead arises from some
other ATP-dependent change in the nucleoprotein filament.

No Discernable Difference in the Turnover of Fully Homolo-
gous Substrates—The dsDNA substrates described above
mimic early stages of strand exchange when the presynaptic
complex has captured short tracts of microhomology embed-
ded within an otherwise nonhomologous sequence. Using the
same approach, we next sought to determine whether there was
a measurable difference in the dissociation rates for perfectly
matched 70-bp substrates in reactions with either ATP or
ATP�S. These experiments demonstrate that the fully homo-
logous 70-bp substrate remained tightly bound to the RecA
presynaptic complex under both conditions (not shown),
revealing dissociation rates of 0.0130 � 0.0028 min and
0.0138 � 0.0013 min�1 for reactions with ATP and ATP�S,
respectively (not shown). These findings indicate that once
bound, the fully paired 70-bp strand exchange intermediates
are similarly stable, regardless of which nucleotide cofactor is
used in the reactions.

Mismatch Discrimination Is Not Affected by ATP
Hydrolysis—We have previously shown that RecA presynaptic
complexes assembled in the presence of ATP�S can discrimi-
nate against terminal base triplets bearing a single mismatched
nucleotide regardless of mismatch position or identity (25). In
addition, we have shown that in the presence of ATP�S, RecA is
capable of stepping over mismatched triplets located at internal
positions within a tract of microhomology. Interestingly, previ-
ous bulk biochemical work has demonstrated that ATP hydro-
lysis is required to bypass heterologous insertions (21, 23), sug-
gesting that the ability to hydrolyze ATP may alter interactions
with imperfectly matched DNA sequences (18, 31). To explore
this hypothesis further, we next sought to determine whether
ATP influenced the ability of RecA to discriminate against sin-
gle base mismatches at the level of an individual base triplet.

We first tested a series of oligonucleotides in which a single
mismatch was marched across the 3� terminal base triplet of an
internal 12-bp tract of microhomology (Fig. 5A) (25). As
expected, in the absence of a mismatch, this substrate yields a
binding free energy consistent with having taken two base tri-
plet steps (Fig. 5B). In contrast, a single base mismatch located
at any position within the terminal triplet appeared to abolish
any increase in binding free energy that could be attributed to
this terminal base triplet. This observation is consistent with
the conclusion that the mismatched terminal base triplet
remains unpaired within the observed binding intermediates.
We next asked whether RecA could step over an internal base
triplet bearing a single mismatch. For these experiments, mis-
matches were introduced into a single base triplet with a 15-bp
tract of microhomology (Fig. 5C). In the absence of a mismatch,
this substrate yields a binding free energy consistent with hav-
ing taken three base triplet steps; however, a single mismatch at
either the 11th or 12th nucleotide position reduces the
observed binding free energy by an amount consistent with loss
of one triplet pairing interaction (Fig. 5D). It should be noted
that we cannot test mutations at the 10th position with this set
of oligonucleotides because mutations at this position target
introduce new tracts of microhomology targeted to other
regions of the presynaptic ssDNA, which would confound data
analysis. These results are all similar to previous observations
made for RecA presynaptic complexes prepared with only
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ATP�S (25). We conclude that ATP hydrolysis has no percep-
tible effect on mismatch discrimination by the RecA presynap-
tic complex at the level of individual base triplets, and although
ATP promotes bypass of longer regions of heterology, it does
not seem to impact discrimination against individual mispaired
base triplets.

Duplex DNA Sampling in the Presence of ATP—We have pre-
viously shown that heterologous dsDNA lacking tracts of
microhomology �8 bp in length are sampled and rejected over
very short time scales, and dsDNA bearing �8-bp tracts of
microhomology are also sampled through a similar process
when observed over short time scales (24). In both instances,
the observed transient intermediates display power law distrib-
uted kinetics, indicating that the transient sampling events can-
not be ascribed to a single conformational state but rather
reflect the existence of a highly diverse ensemble of states with
a correspondingly broad distribution of dissociation rates. The
physical basis for this power law dependence can be rational-
ized by considering the vast number of potential intermediates
even in our highly simplified system. If one assumes recognition
involving 8-nt sequence motifs, then a 70-bp dsDNA can be
misaligned with a total of 453,652 distinct sites on M13mp18,
each of which can potentially give rise to energetically distinct
states based on differences in sequence composition (24).

We next sought to determine whether the initial sampling of
dsDNA by the RecA presynaptic complex was affected by ATP.

To monitor initial dsDNA sampling, fluorescently tagged
dsDNA substrates were injected into a sample chamber con-
taining RecA presynaptic complexes that had been assembled
in the presence of ATP (Fig. 6A), and videos were collected at a
60-millsecond frame rate with continuous laser illumination, as
previously described (24, 25). These experiments revealed that
all duplex DNA substrates bearing tracts of microhomology
ranging from 8- to 15-bp in length exhibited power law sam-
pling behavior when visualized over the short time scale
regimes (not shown). Most importantly, side by side compari-
son of dsDNA substrates bearing �8-bp of microhomology
reveals no difference in transient sampling kinetics for reac-
tions conducted with either ATP or ATP�S (Fig. 6B). These
results indicate that the presence of ATP, instead of ATP�S, has
no perceptible impact on the short time regime sampling of
heterologous dsDNA sequences, suggesting that kinetic dis-
crimination against short tracts of microhomology (�7 bp)
during the homology search is not affected by ATP hydrolysis.

Strand Exchange Kinetics with ATP versus ATP�S—Our sin-
gle molecule experiments reveal that the ability of RecA to
hydrolyze ATP promotes the turnover of short (8 –15 bp)
strand exchange intermediates by a factor of �4 relative to
reactions with ATP�S. These findings suggest the possibility
that ATP hydrolysis might enhance the homology search by
promoting turnover of misaligned intermediates trapped at
tracts of microhomology. One prediction from this hypothesis
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is that the rate of product formation in bulk biochemical strand
exchange assays should be faster with ATP compared with
reactions with ATP�S. To test this prediction, we conducted
strand exchange assays using circular �X174 ssDNA and lin-
earized �X174 dsDNA. In additional to the single correct align-
ment register, the circular �X174 ssDNA can also be mis-
aligned with the linearized �X174 dsDNA at over 1000 distinct
tracts of microhomology �8 bp in length, each of which has the
potential to slow down the homology search process as RecA
sorts through these sequences (Fig. 7A). This graphical repre-
sentation of the microhomology content of the �X174 sub-
strates provides a good illustration of the challenge faced by
RecA when trying to correctly align DNA sequences even in this
simple in vitro assay. As predicted, the reactions performed
with ATP yielded strand exchange products more rapidly than
reactions performed with ATP�S, corresponding to a �3.4-fold
difference in the apparent rate of product formation (Fig. 7, B
and C). We conclude that RecA strand exchange products are
formed more rapidly in reactions performed with ATP com-
pared with reactions performed with ATP�S. These differences
in product formation for reactions with ATP versus ATP�S are
in agreement with previously published findings (23, 32), sug-
gesting that the presence of ATP somehow promotes the over-
all efficiency of the strand exchange reaction. These findings,
together with our single molecule results, suggest a model in
which ATP hydrolysis by RecA enhances the turnover of short
tracts of misaligned microhomology, which may in turn
enhance the ability of the presynaptic complex to correctly
align and pair with the dsDNA template.

Discussion

We have established single molecule DNA curtain methods
for probing the properties of recombination intermediates, in
particular, the presynaptic complex and its interactions with
duplex DNA substrates. Here we examine how the RecA pre-
synaptic complex interacts with dsDNA in the presence of ATP
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and compare these findings to reactions with ATP�S. Previous
studies have demonstrated that ATP hydrolysis promotes the
disassembly of RecA filaments after the completion of strand
exchange, and ATP hydrolysis also enables the bypass of heter-
ology during strand invasion (18 –20, 22, 23). Our work sug-
gests that ATP hydrolysis may also play an unanticipated role in
the homology search process by promoting more rapid turn-
over of short tracts of microhomology from the presynaptic
complex.

ATP Hydrolysis and the Homology Search—Our work dem-
onstrates that the reactions that take place during the early
stages of duplex DNA interrogation and capture by the RecA
presynaptic complex are qualitatively similar in the presence of
ATP or the slowly hydrolyzed analog ATP�S. Similarities
between the reactions include (i) transient sampling over short
time regimes through a mechanism that follows power law dis-
tributed kinetics, (ii) the need for 8 bp of microhomology for
initial stable capture, and (iii) 3-bp stepping behavior consistent

with the structure of RS-DNA. The only difference we find is
that the presence of ATP promotes the turnover of duplex DNA
fragments bound to the RecA presynaptic complex through
8 –15-bp tracts of microhomology. Interestingly, ATP has no
impact on initial rapid phase of the search that occurs over
short time scales, nor does it appear to affect turnover of a fully
homologous 70-bp substrate, indicating that its effects on
duplex DNA turnover are confined to the metastable interme-
diates that form at captured tracts of microhomology.

These findings have specific implications for how ATP hy-
drolysis might contribute to DNA sequence alignment by RecA
during the homology search (Fig. 8). Several models have been
proposed for the homology search by RecA (33–35). On the
other hand, our overall model for the homology search is based
upon the premise that the RecA presynaptic complex will rap-
idly engage duplex DNA and undergo an overall search process
characterized by intersegmental transfer, which takes advan-
tage of the polyvalent nature of the RecA presynaptic complex
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FIGURE 8. A role for ATP hydrolysis during the homology search. A, initial interactions between the RecA presynaptic complex and the dsDNA involve
multiple �8-bp footholds while minimizing interactions with shorter tracts of microhomology. These �8-bp footholds are released more rapidly in the
presence of ATP compared with reactions with ATP�S allowing for a more efficient search process. B, iterative binding and release events allow the presynaptic
complex to search the dsDNA by intersegmental transfer (IS), as previously demonstrated. C, full alignment can take place quickly once the first correct pairing
event has been established. Additional details are presented in the text. D, models for the role of ATP hydrolysis in the release of a single dsDNA foothold.
Details are presented under “Discussion.”
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(Fig. 8A) (36). We propose that as this search takes place, the
presynaptic complex establishes multiple �8-bp footholds
mediated by Watson-Crick pairing interactions at short tracts
of microhomology within the dsDNA substrate. Iterative bind-
ing and release events involving �8-bp footholds allow the pre-
synaptic complex to sample multiple regions of the duplex
DNA by intersegmental transfer (Fig. 8, A and B). Our data
suggest that the turnover of these “microhomology footholds”
is the step during the homology search that is enhanced by ATP
hydrolysis. The first correct pairing event between the presyn-
aptic ssDNA and the dsDNA would then allow the presynaptic
complex to promote more extensive strand invasion, which is in
turn anticipated to quickly disrupt any remaining interactions
involving microhomology footholds, allowing for complete
pairing (Fig. 8, B and C).

Models for dsDNA Release—Our findings raise the important
question of exactly how ATP hydrolysis might promote more
rapid turnover of the bound dsDNA footholds. Here we con-
sider three possible models (Fig. 8D). One model that we favor
is that ATP-dependent conformational changes within the pre-
synaptic complex promote release of the complementary
dsDNA strand (Fig. 8D, panel i). Interestingly, RecA and related
recombinases for filaments have different pitches; the active
ATP-bound form of the filament has a longer helical pitch,
whereas the inactive ADP-bound form of the filament has a
shorter helical pitch (37– 40). ATP hydrolysis may cause local
changes in the RecA filament pitch as it shifts between ATP-
and ADP-bound states, which in turn may result in more rapid
dissociation of the bound dsDNA. Alternatively, ATP hydroly-
sis may drive local RecA monomer dissociation, which may
cause concomitant dsDNA release (Fig. 8D, panel ii), or free
RecA compete for binding to the dsDNA that has already been
captured by the presynaptic complex, which may somehow
drive release of the bound dsDNA (Fig. 8D, panel iii). Notably,
these two later models are both predicted to exhibit a strong
dependence upon free RecA, and the observation that up to 1
�M free RecA does not alter the dsDNA rate would seemingly
argue against both alternative models. Similarly, the dsDNA
dissociation rates observed in the presence of ATP�S were sim-
ilar in the presence and absence of free RecA, which would
argue against any model invoking enhanced dsDNA dissocia-
tion because of competing binding interactions. Future work
will be essential to more fully understand how ATP hydrolysis is
coupled to dsDNA turnover.

Base Triplet Stepping during Recombination—We have pre-
viously shown that RecA presynaptic complexes assembled
with ATP�S can stably capture duplex DNA fragments bearing
as few as 8 bp of microhomology (24), which is also consistent
with previous reports (35, 41), and that subsequent changes in
binding free energy take place with a 3-bp periodicity that is
thought to reflect the base triplet architecture of RS-DNA (25).
These general attributes are conserved between E. coli RecA,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rad51, human Rad51, S. cerevisiae
Dmc1, and human Dmc1 (24, 25). Here we have extended these
findings to show that strand exchange intermediates are also
stabilized in 3-bp steps for RecA presynaptic complexes assem-
bled with ATP. Even though the overall rate of dsDNA turnover
is �4 times faster in reactions with ATP compared with

ATP�S, our findings suggest that stepping energetics remain
unaltered by ATP hydrolysis, yielding a characteristic free
energy change of �0.3 kBT per base triplet step. Similarly, we
have shown that this characteristic free energy change remains
unaltered for S. cerevisiae Rad51 in reactions with either ATP
or the nonhydrolyzable analog AMP-PNP (25). Taken together,
these findings suggest that during strand exchange the relative
change in free energy change associated with each base triplet
step remains unaffected by ATP hydrolysis.

Interestingly, previous theoretical studies have suggested
that the net change in binding free energy for each correctly
paired triplet should be on the order of thermal energy (42– 44)
and that the fidelity of base triplet pairing during DNA strand
exchange would benefit from relatively low changes in binding
free energy for each triplet step (42– 44). These studies have
also suggested that the structural deformation necessary to
extend B-DNA to match the much longer extension of RS-DNA
may enhance the ability of the presynaptic complex to reject
nonhomologous sequences during the homology search (44 –
46). This enhancement arises because the energetic penalty
associated with dsDNA extension reduces the net binding free
energies of successive sets of base triplets, such that the ener-
getic penalty for stretching the incoming dsDNA is optimized
against the gain in binding free energy for each correctly paired
triplet (44). In contrast, mispaired triplets are not sufficiently
stable to overcome the energetic penalty associated with
dsDNA extension, allowing the presynaptic complex to quickly
discriminate against nonhomologous triplets. Consistent with
these theoretical predictions, our experimental results reveal
only small changes in binding free energy with each successive
base triplet, and we also show that these changes in free energy
are the same for reactions conducted with either ATP or
ATP�S.

Potential Implications for Eukaryotic Recombinases—E. coli
RecA can more quickly release short tracts of microhomology
in the presence of ATP, suggesting that ATP hydrolysis
enhances turnover of these search intermediates. However, we
have also reported that there is no substantial difference in
dsDNA turnover for S. cerevisiae Rad51 in reactions with either
ATP or AMP-PNP, arguing against a role for ATP hydrolysis in
dsDNA turnover for this eukaryotic recombinase (25). Bacterial
RecA tends to have much higher ATP hydrolysis rates than any
of the eukaryotic recombinases (1), and it is possible that this
higher level of ATP hydrolysis is necessary to promote duplex
DNA release. However, the eukaryotic recombinases interact
with a number of different protein factors, including robust
ATP-dependent motor proteins such as Rad54 and Rdh54, both
of which are thought to contribute to the homology search (13,
47). It is possible that that instead of relying only upon the
relatively weak ATPase activity of Rad51, the turnover of short
tracts of microhomology bound to the Rad51 presynaptic fila-
ments may instead be enhanced through the action of Rad54,
Rdh54, or perhaps some additional protein cofactor. It will be a
continuing challenge to marry in vivo and in vitro results to help
more fully understand the biological implications of these bio-
chemical and physical studies.
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Experimental Procedures

Microscopy and Flow Cell Preparation—All experiments
were conducted with a custom-built prism-type total internal
reflection fluorescence microscope (Nikon) equipped with a
488-nm laser (Coherent Sapphire, 200 milliwatt) and a 561-nm
laser (Coherent Sapphire, 200 milliwatt). The 488-nm laser was
used for RPA-eGFP imaging and was set to 20 milliwatt at the
prism face. The 561-nm laser was used for detecting Atto565-
labeled dsDNA and was set to 30 milliwatt at the prism face.
Chromium barriers were deposited onto the surface of a fused
silica slide glass by electron beam lithography, which were then
assembled into a sample chamber using doubled-sided tape and
a borosilicate cover slide, as described (48, 49). Bilayers were
prepared with 91.5% 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocho-
line (DOPC), 0.5% 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoetha-
nolamine-N-(biotinyl) (biotinylated DPPE), and 8% mPEG 2000
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE). The
biotinylated ssDNA molecules were injected into the sample
chamber and attached to the bilayer through a biotin-strepta-
vidin linkage. Buffer was delivered to the sample chambers
using a syringe pump (Kd Scientific), and sample delivery was
controlled by two SCIVEX HPLC valves equipped with either a
50-�l loop or a 500-�l loop. The anchored ssDNA molecules
were then aligned at the barriers by application of flow in buffer
containing 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT,
50 mM NaCl, 0.2 mg/ml BSA, and 0.2 nM RPA-eGFP for a total
period of 15 min (1 ml/min flow rate). At the 3-min time point,
500 �l of 7 M urea was injected into the flow cell to remove any
remaining �29 DNA polymerase (see below), followed by con-
tinued rinse with the buffer containing 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH
7.5), 2 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 50 mM NaCl, 0.2 mg/ml BSA, and
0.2 nM RPA-eGFP.

RecA Presynaptic Complexes—S. cerevisiae RPA-eGFP and
E. coli RecA were prepared as previously described (25, 26).
ssDNA substrates were prepared using circular M13 ssDNA as
a template for rolling circle replication using �29 DNA poly-
merase and a biotinylated oligonucleotide primer, as described
(24, 26). DNA curtains were visualized by total internal reflec-
tion fluorescence microscopy as described (24). Free RPA was
removed by flushing the sample chamber with reaction buffer
containing 25 mM Tris acetate (pH 7.5), 4 mM magnesium ace-
tate, 10 mM sodium acetate, 1 mM DTT, and 0.2 mg/ml BSA for
5 min at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. Filament nucleation was initi-
ated by injecting 1 �M RecA in reactions buffer supplemented
with 1 mM ATP�S. Buffer flow was then terminated, and the
reactions were incubated for a period of 30 s at 37 °C. Unbound
RecA and free ATP�S were removed by flushing the sample
chamber with reaction buffer for a period of 2 min at a flow rate
of 1 ml/min. Filament elongation was initiated by injecting 2 �M

RecA in reaction buffer supplemented with 1 mM ATP, and an
ATP regenerating system comprised of 20 mM creatine and 0.04
mg/ml creatine kinase. These reactions were incubated for an
additional 20 min at 37 °C while observing the RecA-mediated
displacement of RPA-eGFP from the ssDNA. Once the RecA
presynaptic complexes were assembled, the sample chambers
were flushed with 50 nM RecA in reaction buffer supplemented
with 1 mM ATP plus the ATP regenerating system.

RecA Presynaptic Complex Stability—The stability of the
RecA presynaptic complexes was assessed by flushing the sam-
ple chamber with reaction buffer supplemented with 0.2 nM

RPA-eGFP and 50 nM RecA in reaction buffer supplemented
with 1 mM ATP, plus the ATP regenerating system at 37 °C.
Dissociation of unlabeled RecA from the ssDNA would be
revealed as the appearance of fluorescent RPA-eGFP on the
ssDNA molecules. We observed no significant dissociation of
RecA from the ssDNA over a time period of 1 h when ATP, the
ATP regenerating system, and �50 nM free RecA were main-
tained in the reaction buffer. In contrast, RecA was rapidly dis-
placed from the ssDNA by RPA-eGFP if ATP was removed
from the reactions.

Duplex DNA Binding Measurements—All duplex DNA bind-
ing measurements were performed at 30 °C to allow for direct
comparison with our previously published experimental data
(24, 25). For this work, presynaptic complexes were prepared
with ATP at 37 °C, as described above, and the sample cham-
bers were then cooled to 30 °C. Duplex DNA oligonucleotides
(2 nM) labeled at one end with a single Atto565 dye were then
injected into the sample chamber in reaction buffer containing
50 nM RecA, 1 mM ATP plus the ATP regenerating system, and
the reactions were then incubated for 10 min at 30 °C. The
sample chambers were then quickly flushed with reaction
buffer containing 50 nM RecA, 1 mM ATP, plus the ATP regen-
erating system, to remove free dsDNA collecting images
(100-ms exposures) at varying time intervals, as previously
described (24, 25). The resulting data were rendered into kymo-
graphs each reflecting the dsDNA binding properties of a single
presynaptic complex, and the survival probabilities of the
bound dsDNA were determined from the kymographs as pre-
viously described (24, 25).

Nucleation Positions and Elongation Rates—Nucleation
positions were defined by analysis of the fluorescence intensity
profiles of kymographs generated from individual ssDNA mol-
ecules onto which had been assembled RecA presynaptic com-
plexes. The nucleation positions were defined as minima in the
RPA-eGFP fluorescence signal that took place during the first
five frames of the assembly reactions, and all nucleation posi-
tions were further confirmed by visual inspection of the corre-
sponding assembly kymographs. Each presynaptic complex
contains approximately five repeats of M13 ssDNA sequence
(24); therefore each molecule was subdivided into five equiva-
lent increments for position analysis. Histograms for the result-
ing data were built with a 1-�m bin size, and error bars were
obtained by bootstrap analysis with one sigma confidence
interval. RecA filament elongation was observed as displace-
ment of the fluorescent RPA-eGFP emanating from the initial
nucleation sites. The RecA elongation rates were obtained from
kymographs by manually fitting a line to the border between the
dark RecA filaments and the adjacent regions of fluorescent
RPA-eGFP. The slopes of the resulting lines correspond to the
filament elongation rates, which are expressed as positive val-
ues for 3� 3 5� elongation and negative values for 5� 3 3�
elongation.

Real Time DNA Binding Measurements—Real time dsDNA
binding assays were performed using 70-bp dsDNA substrates
labeled with a single Atto565 fluorophore, as previously
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described (24). In brief, the RecA presynaptic complexes were
prepared as described above. The 70-bp dsDNA oligonucleo-
tides (2 nM) were then injected into the sample chamber, buffer
flow was terminated, and data collection was initiated at 16.7
frames/s (60-ms exposures) with continuous laser illumination.
Kymographs were generated from the resulting video data, and
the binding lifetimes of the dsDNA oligonucleotides were
obtained from analysis of these kymographs and plotted as sur-
vival probability versus time, as described (24).

Strand Exchange Assays—Strand exchange assays were con-
ducted with �X174 RFI DNA (NEB) that was linearized by
digestion with PsiI (NEB) and purified by gel extraction. Strand
exchange reactions were carried out in buffer containing 25 mM

Tris acetate (pH 7.5), 4 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM DTT, and
either 2 mM ATP or 2 mM ATP�S, as indicated. Reactions with
ATP also included 20 mM creatine phosphate and 0.04 mg/ml
creatine kinase. RecA (11 �M) was preincubated with �X174
circular ssDNA (20 �M nucleotides) at 37 °C for 3 min. SSB (1.4
�M) was then added, and the reactions were incubated for an
additional 3 min at 37 °C. The strand exchange reactions were
then initiated by the addition of linearized �X174 (7 �M nucle-
otides). Aliquots were then removed at the indicated time inter-
vals, and the reactions were terminated by mixing with 2% SDS,
0.5 mg/ml proteinase K, and 20 mM EDTA. Samples were incu-
bated for an additional 20 min at 37 °C for deproteinization and
then placed on ice. Samples were then resolved by electropho-
resis on 1% agarose gels and stained with SYBRSafe (Invitro-
gen), and the resulting products quantified by ImageJ. The rates
of product formation were obtained by fitting the initial linear
region of the time course data with a linear function.
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